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Red Coloured Stars
Ours

OURS _ RED COLOURED STARS

..........F...................Bb
Well I ll open my eyes
.............................Cm
and the new day will come
..........F..................Bb
I ll see red colored stars in the sky
........Eb.............Cm
and in your eyes
.........F...............Bb
fast away the ugly
...................................Cm
just one more bill to pay
..........F............................Bb
all the past will be moondust that flies
..............Eb
from where we lie

oh I can feel it
....................................Gm
oh I can feel red colored stars
.......Cm.................F
in my hand are the stones
...........Bb...........................Gm...........Cm.......F
that we cast that left us with scars, reminders
................Cm
of all...
..............F.......................Bb there s a wall in my way
.............................Cm
there s a war in my way
...........F..............................Bb..............Eb.........Cm
tales of love that consumed me to hide from the fight
........F................Bb
I m a slave in my head
........................Cm
I m awake in my bed
...........F................................Bb.................Eb
tell the worms they can soon eat 
tonight... eat tonight
....................................Gm............Cm
oh, I can feel red colored stars in my hand
...........F...................Bb........................Gm
are the stones that we cast that left us with scars,



......Cm......Eb
reminders 

oh, can you feel it? oh, can you feel it?
Gm Cm F Bb Eb Bb D
Gm Cm F Bb Eb Bb D
..........Gm
sleep
.............................Cm
there s a wall in my way
............................Gm
there s a war in my way
D..........Gm
sleep
.............................Cm
there s a wall in my way
............................Gm
there s a war in my way
Cm............F...........Bb......Eb
start all the cars and be around
Cm...................F.......Bb
there s room enough for you and me
..............Cm...........F..........Bb.......Eb
when the sun comes up we ll lead it down
......Cm.....F........Bb
and stare into the trees
.................Gm............Cm...............F
red colored stars in my hand are the stones
............Bb........................Gm.............Cm........Eb
that we cast that left us with scars, reminders 

oh, I can feel it... oh, I can feel it...


